 Uncle Sam: "Just wait till I hitch this horse on there."

**Gomez Concentrating the Rebel Troops**

With Twenty Thousand Men the Leader Will March On Havana.

**NOT FIGHTING IS EXPECTED**

Correspondence Gathered Evidence to Show That Spaniards Treat Us as Rats of War.

**Havana,** Cuba, May 16—It is said that the Spanish General, in command of the troops, has ordered a cease-fire in order to give the cartridge boxes a chance to cool and thus avoid the possibility of a new explosion. The Spanish Government is said to have decided to lay off for the present and to concentrate its forces.

**Havana, Cuba, May 16—**It is announced that the Spanish Government has decided to lay off for the present and to concentrate its forces. The Spanish General in command of the troops is said to have decided to lay off for the present and to concentrate its forces.

**CUBAN ALLIES OF SPAIN**
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**Havana, Cuba, May 16—**It is announced that the Spanish Government has decided to lay off for the present and to concentrate its forces.

**CUBAN ALLIES OF SPAIN**
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Correspondence Gathered Evidence to Show That Spaniards Treat Us as Rats of War.